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Abstract
This study aimed to evaluate a solar water heating system for using on residences, using a solar collector with
conical concentrator. The principle of light concentration in a solar collector with conical concentrator is the
capture and reflection of solar radiation in the center of a tapered concentrator with internal reflective faces. The
area of concentration of solar energy is occupied by a receiver with material of high thermal conductivity,
properly isolated by transparent surfaces, to form the greenhouse effect, where the thermal energy is transferred
to a working fluid. The characterization of the system was done through field tests to determine the efficiency in
the water heating. The tests were performed considering different scenarios, which varied according to the
heating system (passive and active with different water flow) and solar tracking (manual adjustment and
stationary). The results showed that the scenarios with solar tracking presented an average efficiency of 12.63%,
which was more efficient than those presented by the fixed orientation, which was 11.44%. Besides that, it was
verified that the active solar heating systems were more efficient than the passive ones.
Keywords: solar energy, conical solar collector, water heating
1. Introduction
The increase of the energy demand has encouraged researches into energy generation technologies by renewable
sources with more efficient applications in the effort to reduce the supply of non-renewable fuels. It is very
important to use agriculture science to give support to small farmers. The study of different water systems can
contribute to foment agribusiness in small rural areas.
In this context, the solar energy is one of the main sources of energy for the sustainable development, and has an
enormous potential in Brazilian territory, as it has an incidence considered relatively high (Luiz, 2013).
The solar energy, directly or indirectly transformed into thermal energy, can be considered a good alternative for
heating of water for various purposes, presenting many advantages with regard to the conventional energy
sources. Efforts to the harnessing of this energy, as well as its large-scale application, have made solar heating
systems cheaper and more efficient demonstrating to be a viable and competitive alternative (Aldabó, 2002;
Mourão, 2007).
1.1 Solar Geometry and Concentrators
The solar concentrators can be applied for heating of air, water and/or generation of electric power. They can be
hybrid systems that concentrate the solar energy into photovoltaic cells, being the excessive heat transferred to
fluids such as air and water (Zahedi, 2011). For the correct dimensioning and using of these systems, it is
necessary to know the angles of the solar geometry and the types of collectors, as shown in next items.
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1.1.1 Anglles of Solar Geeometry
Considerinng the apparennt movement of Sun in relaation to the E
Earth’s surface,, some geomeetrical relations are
observed tthat are describbed through seeveral angles, sshown in the F
Figure 1.

Figure 1. R
Representationn of Sun positioon in relation tto the horizonttal plane with highlights at thhe reference an
ngles
(Pinho & Galdino, 20114)
In Figure 1, it is observved the angles α, θZ and ϒS denominated Solar Altitudee Angle, Zenitth Angle and Solar
Angle, respecctively. These angles repressent the solarr trajectory taaking into acccount the apparent
Azimuth A
movementt of Sun in relation to the horiizon of an obseerver. The solarr altitude (α), iis designated as the angle betw
ween
the horizonntal projectionn of the solar rays and the incident sunlighht, which is thee complement of the Zenith angle
a
(θZ + α = 990º) (Duffie & Beckman, 20006). The zenitth angle (θZ) reefers to the anngle between thhe vertical (Ze
enith)
and the sollar rays, whichh represents thhe beam of radiiation on a horrizontal surfacee.
As for the solar azimuthh (ϒS), also callled of azimuthal angle of thee Sun, it is the angle betweenn the projections of
solar rays iin the horizonttal and the Norrth-South direcction (observer ’s horizon). In this case, the ggeographic North is
taken as a reference (0ºº) when it is inn the Southernn hemisphere,, otherwise thee South is takken as 0º (Northern
Hemispherre). Thus, by convention,
c
poositive solar azzimuth angle values are adoppted when the pprojection is on the
right of thee South (to the East) and negaative on the lefft, or on the Weest (-180º ≤ ϒS ≤ 180º) (Pinhoo & Galdino, 2014).
1.1.2 Typees of Solar Colllectors
There are basically twoo types of solaar collectors, tthe non-concenntrator collecttors and conceentrators (Duff
ffie &
Beckman, 2006). As forr the first, the ssolar radiationn is captured ass it occurs, witthout any conccentration, reac
ching
temperaturres below 1500 ºC. The mosst used collecttors are the plaanes and the eevacuated tubees. These are most
used in coommercial sectors (hotels, reestaurants, cluubs, etc.) and residences, booth for water hheating. As fo
or the
concentrattor collectors, the solar raddiation is conncentrated andd later absorbbed as thermaal energy, reac
ching
temperaturres higher thann the non-conccentrator collectors. The most common cooncentrators are the parabolic
c and
the cylindrrical-parabolicc. The main appplications aree to the steam generation annd indirect prooduction of ele
ectric
power (Moourão, 2007; Kalogirou,
K
2009; ANEEL, 20014; Walisiewiicz, 2008).
The solar ccollectors can still be classiffied as the solaar tracking sysstem. The solarr tracking systtems are comm
monly
called of solar trackers,, because theyy monitor the positioning oof the Sun durring its trajecttory with a ce
ertain
degree of accuracy. Thee solar trackeers can be useed in systems of generationn of electric eenergy and/or solar
ectors
heating thrrough photovooltaic moduless and/or solar collectors, resspectively. Theere are also inntegrated colle
that act ass solar heaterrs and photovooltaic modulees (PV/T), prooviding heat to a fluid andd at the same time
generatingg electric poweer. These systeems act by witthdrawing andd taking advanntage the heat oof the photovo
oltaic
cells, avoiiding the loss of efficiency iin the electric generation caaused by the inncrease of tem
mperature in the PV
module (R
Rustemli et al., 2013).
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1.1.3 Conccentrator Colleectors
The concenntrator collectoors are devicess that concentraate the solar ennergy and direcct it to a catchm
ment area. The solar
concentrattors, generally have a reflectting surface thaat directs the ddirect solar raddiation to a foccus where there is a
receiver thhrough which one
o it flows a ffluid that receiives the transm
mitted thermal energy (Kaloggirou, 2009).
The use of solar concenntrators is justtified in cases where high teemperatures aare desired witth the use of small
s
catchmentt areas (Duffie & Beckman, 22006).
To simpliffy the terminoology used in these devices, some considderations are eexemplified. Inn the case of solar
concentrattors, the term solar
s
collector aapplies to the ccomplete set of the heating syystem (includiing the receiver and
the concenntrator) (Duffiee & Beckman, 2006).
As for the receiver, it is the element off the system w
where the radiaation is absorbeed and convertted into some other
form of ennergy, which allso includes thhe absorber, thee associated coover and the issolation. Finallly, the concenttrator
(or opticall system) dealss with the colleector part that directs the raddiation to the rreceiver. The cconcentrator iss also
commonlyy called reflecttor. Figure 2 shhows a solar cooncentrator andd its elements..

F
Figure 2. Exam
mple of a solar cconcentrator (R
Renewable Poower News, 2009).
actors
However, the concentrattors can increase the flux of rradiation on thhe receptors. Thhey can be refllectors or refra
in relationn to the form of light transmiission. As for the geometric form, the conncentrators cann be cylindrical and
concentratte the light in a linear or circuular focus, withh a focus on a point area. Thhe receivers cann be concave, plane
p
or convex (Duffie & Becckman, 2006). Figure 3 illusttrates six possible configurattions.

Figure 3. Possible configuurations of conncentrator colllectors (Duffiee & Beckman, 2006)
Diffuse reflectoor with tubularr absorber; b) Cusp reflectorr with tubular absorber; c) P
Plane reflector with
Note. a) D
plane receiver; d) Paraboolic concentrattor; e) Fresnel reflector; f) H
Heliostat matrixx with central rreceiver.
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Although there are sevveral forms oof configuratioons, the mostt common onnes correspondd to the para
abolic
concentrattors. It is a morre mature technnology of therm
mal energy genneration, reachhing temperatuures up to 400 °C,
° it
has its maiin applicationss in the generattion of heat annd in the produuction of electrric energy (Kallogirou, 2009).
1.1.4 Parabbolic Trough Collector
C
The paraboolic trough collectors, also kknown as cylinndrical-paraboolic, receive this denominatioon according to the
form of thhe solar conccentrator. Thiss one in turn, has the geom
metric shape of a parabolaa, and is exte
ended
longitudinnally forming a trough in thhe field of soolar reflection.. Figure 4 exeemplifies a cyylindrical-parabolic
concentrattor.

Figure 4. Cylindrical-parabolic collector ((Darkoptimism
m, 2008)
The conceentration of solar radiation in the receivers oof a parabolic--cylindrical collector occurs by the reflection of
the solar raays that reach the concentrattor (reflector). The concentraator, in its turn,, is composed or coated by a high
reflection m
material, whicch reflects the ssolar radiation along a line off focus. In the way, the receivver is located along
a
the linear focus in orderr to capture thhe thermal raddiation throughh a metallic tuube of dark coolor (absorber), and
covered byy a glass tube. When directeed towards the sun, the surfaace of the conccentrator refleccts the sunlight and
concentrattes in the receivver, where a flluid circulates internally (Duuffie & Beckm
man, 2006).
Figure 5 shhows a schemee of concentrattion of the solaar radiation in a parabolic troough concentraator.

Figure 5. Refflection schem
me of a parabolic trough conccentrator (Dufffie & Beckmann, 2006)
models facilitaate the visualization
For a betteer understandinng of the behavvior of the solaar rays, some coomputational m
of the lightt reflection traj
ajectory. A studdy presents thee behavior of soolar radiation iin a parabolic ttrough collecto
or for
dimensionning of an absoorber (Figure 66) (Xião et al., 2014).
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Figure 6. Light
L
reflectionn scheme in a pparabolic trouggh concentratoor (Xião et al., 2014)
mall area wherre the
In Figure 66, the light inccident on the cconcentrator (reeflector) is refflected (concenntrated) in a sm
absorber iss located. In thhe absorber cirrculates a type of fluid that abbsorbs the eneergy concentratted by the refle
ector.
The paraboolic trough conncentrators cann be categorizeed into two largge groups withh regard to theiir applications. The
first one, aand the most important,
i
is ddestined to generate steam ffor direct and indirect use inn solar plants.. The
temperaturres reached vaary from 300 too 400 °C (Figuure 7). Anotherr group can be characterized according to lower
temperaturres, around 1000 to 250 °C. Such applicaations are desttined to the inndustrial proceesses and dom
mestic
ambient foor water heatinng, with low temperatures annd high consum
mption rates (F
Fernández-Garccia et al., 2010
0).

Figure 7. Parabolic troughh concentratorr used for room
m heating (Balgghouthi et al., 2014)
1.1.5 Parabbolic Disk Conncentrator
The parabbolic disk conccentrator has tthis denominaation accordingg to the shapee of the solar concentrator. Such
concentrattors are of poinnt focus, accordding to the surfface of revoluttion created byy the parabola ((Duffie & Beck
kman,
2006).
The paraboolic disk conceentrators have a dynamic thaat allows the soolar tracking inn two axes, being able to maintain
its perpenddicularity in reelation to the soolar rays since the sunrise to the sunset (Duuffie & Beckm
man, 2006). Figure 8
shows a sccheme of the soolar concentraation in these collectors.
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Figure 8. Solar concenttration schemee in a parabolicc disk concentrrator (DGS, 20005)
me way as in parabolic trouugh concentraators, it can bee noticed in F
Figure 8 that when reaching
g the
In the sam
concentrattor (reflector), the solar radiattion is reflected to the receiver where is situuated the absorrber, through which
w
one flows a fluid. What distinguishes
d
bboth concentraators is the form
mation of the ffocus, being pooint in the para
abolic
disk, wherreas in the paarabolic troughh concentratorr it is linear. L
Light concentrration diagram
ms in collectorrs are
essential foor dimensioninng the receiverr/absorber. Figuure 9 shows a ssolar concentraator of parabolic disk with co
onical
absorber.

Fiigure 9. Solar concentrator
c
oof parabolic dissk with conical receiver (HE
ERNÁNDEZ ett al., 2014)
The parabolic disk concentrators, becaause they havee point concenntration and theey are solar traacked on two axes,
m 100 to 1500 °°C. Due to the high temperatture range, it ca
an be
they are hiighly efficient,, reaching tempperatures from
used for ssteam generation and later ttransformed innto electricity, or generate eelectric power directly throu
ugh a
generator attached in thhe receiver. T
The latter one is more interresting for avooiding thermall losses (Dufffie &
Beckman, 2006).
Figure 10 shows a parabbolic disk conccentrator for the generation oof isolated pow
wer.
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Figure 10. P
Parabolic disk concentrator ((Global Nevaddacorp)
1.1.6 Coniical Solar Collector
The conicaal solar collecttor has such deenomination acccording to thee geometry of tthe solar conceentrator obtaine
ed by
a surface oof revolution of
o a conical seggment.
Figure 11 shows a basic form of a coniical concentrattor.

Figure 11. Schheme of a coniical solar colleector (El-Refaiie, 1982)
In Figure 111 it is shown the
t main parts of the conical collector, wheere it can be nooticed the concentrator in shape of
cone trunkk and the absorber located inn the focus linne. Even it is liittle widespreaad in relation tto the conventtional
concentrattor collectors, recent
r
researchhes show the ppotential of connical solar collectors to generrate thermal en
nergy
for heatingg fluids (Xiaoddi et al., 2010; Kaiyan, 2009;; Togrul & Pehhlivan, 2003; H
Hussain & Leee, 2014) .
Despite thhe researches about the connical collectorr arouse moree interest now
wadays, theoretical studies about
a
concentrattors of this type are older. Soome studies (Coobble, 1963; W
Wijeysundera, 1977; El-Refaaie, 1982) prese
ented
analyzes aabout the theoretical perform
mance of conicaal solar concenntrators. These studies refer to the dimensio
oning
of the geom
metry and optical efficiencyy of concentrattors, receivers and absorberss, among otherr parameters, which
w
characterizze the concentrration of solar energy in connical collectorss.
The conicaal solar concenntrators, as well as the paraboolic-cylindricall concentratorss present linearr focus shapes (Luiz,
(
2013).
Figure 12 shows the behhavior of lightt rays with inccident angles vvarying from 0 to 15° in relaation to the ax
xis of
symmetry of a conical cooncentrator.
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F
Figure 12. Behaavior of light rreflection in a cconical concenntrator (Ali et al., 2012)
Figure 12, has the advantage of admitting ccertain degreess of deflection at
a the
The conicaal concentratorr, as shown in F
angle of liight incidencee, making it ppossible to moodel the absorbber to receive the concentraated radiation with
reduced m
movements of thhe solar trackeer. Inclinationss in the angle oof incidence aree allowed arouund 15° (Figure12).
Some colleectors with connical concentrrators were adaapted to conveerge to the conncentration of llight in small areas.
a
These conncentrators aree denominatedd in the literatuure as light cooncentrator fuunnels. The fuunnel collectorrs are
designed bby the revolutiion of a parabbola segment aand its focus iis concentratedd in a similar way to the co
onics.
Figure 13 shows a two-ddimensional diagram of the light path in a llight concentraator funnel.

b)

a)

F
Figure 13. a) Trrajectory of ligght in a concenntrator funnel; b) Zoom of thhe focal point
It is noticeed, in Figure 13a, that a sliight curvaturee on a conical revolution suurface can drasstically change the
behavior oof light reflectiion. In the casee, the incident rays perpendiccular to the cattchment plane of the concenttrator
are first reeflected by thee parabola seggments of the concentrator, and subsequenntly reflected secondarily by
y the
lower planns, converging at a point at tthe lower end of the concenttrator. It can be noticed that the focus beco
omes
only point according to the
t second refleection of the plane sides (proofile of a cylindder), that is, thee light concenttrator
funnel hass a linear focuss. Finally, the llight concentraator funnel onlly presents a pooint focus in itts first reflectio
on, if
the upper opening anglee of the concenntrator is very large, about itt has the shapee similar to a pparabola, that is, to
obtain the form of a paraabolic disk.
Mathematiical models foor simulation oof light concenntration in phootovoltaic cellls (PV) are preesented in (Za
ahedi,
2011).
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2. Develop
pment of Solaar Collector W
With Conical C
Concentrator
This workk was carried out
o in the municipality of Francisco Beltrãão, southwest oof Paraná (latitude 26.05° South,
longitude 53.04° West and
a altitude 6550 m). Accordding to the classsification of K
Koppen, the reegion is subtro
opical
(cfa), it haas hot summers (> 22 °C), m
mild winters (>
> -3 °C), annuual sunshine off 2338 hours aand annual mean of
solar radiaation of 2.30 kW
Wh m-2 (IAPA
AR).
The work consisted in thhe constructionn of a solar collector prototyype, to evaluatee the geometriic characteristiics of
the funnel solar collectoor (conical), soo called accordding to the geoometric charactteristics of thee light concentrrator,
and for obtaining its efficiency for usinng in water heaating systems.
2.1 Prototyype of the Solaar Collector
The protottype of solar coollector constrructed and evalluated is show
wn in Figure 144.

Figure 14. F
Funnel solar coollector
s
in Figurre 14, is compposed of a stainnless steel sheeet and has a coonical shape, which
w
The solar cconcentrator, shown
has the fuunction of direecting the incident solar radiation in thee upper openinng to the absoorber, which has
h a
serpentine obtained by the
t curvature oof a flexible copper duct (166 mm), wheree circulates thee fluid to be he
eated
(water).
The arranggement of the set concentratoor/absorber is presented undder a 3D view oof the funnel ssolar collector, with
the absorbber located insiide the conical concentrator ((Figure 15).

Figure 15. a)
a View of the solar collectorr in 3D; b) Sim
mulation of thee real heating ssystem
mple of applicaation of the funnnel solar colleector as a passiive water heatiing system, in other
Figure 16 shows an exam
words, opeerating by therrmosyphon.
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F
Figure 16. Scheeme of the solaar collector operating with thhermosyphon
mic for solar orrientation, to adjust
a
Considerinng the solar traajectory, the seet concentratorr/absorber presents a dynam
the azimutth angle or the solar inclinatiion (Figure 17)).

mics (rotation)
Figuure 17. Side vieew of the concentrator and abbsorber dynam
m), its final shhape is similarr to a
The absorbber was desiggned by the cuurvature of a fflexible copperr tube (16 mm
serpentine. The copper serpentine
s
was covered by a layer of dull bblack paint to inncrease the heeat gain. The ch
hoice
of the mateerial was madee due to the higgh thermal condductivity of thee copper (~4000 W m-1 K-1). F
Figure 18 show
ws the
absorber set.

Figure 18. Absorber sset
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2.2 Instrum
mentation for Data
D
Acquisitiion
The data nneeded to evaluuate the efficieency of the soolar collector w
were obtained with the aid of a microproce
essed
electronic board (Arduinno), connected to sensors forr measuring off some variablees of the solar hheating processs.
t Arduino arre designed too measure variiables that can interfere in thhe efficiency of
o the
The sensorrs coupled in the
heating system, such as: water temperaature, ambient temperature aand mass flow.
w data it was uused an SD carrd module withh 8GB memoryy. Another varriable
To store thhe temperaturee and mass flow
measured was the globaal solar irradiattion, through tthe use of a pyyranometer wiith silicon phootovoltaic sensor of
high stabillity.
2.3 Evaluaation of the Sollar Collector
The characterization of the system waas performed from field tessts, where dataa were collecteed (solar radia
ation,
water flow
w, water and ambient temperature) in different scenarrios, which aree basically distinguished by
y the
dynamics of the solar collector
c
(fixedd and with maanual followerr), and by the function of thhe types of heating
systems ussed (passive annd active).
2.3.1 Solarr Collector Wiith Passive Sysstem (Thermossyphon)
Figure 19 shows the arraangement of thhe sensors instaalled to measurre the temperatture of water aat different poin
nts in
the solar collector, operaating with passsive system (thhermosyphon).

Figuure 19. Layoutt of the sensorss for measurinng of the water temperature
Exit of the “coold” water of thhe thermal reseervoir; T2: Enttry of the heateed water in thee thermal reserrvoir;
Note. T1: E
T3: Entry of the “cold” water
w
in the absorber; T4: Exxit of the heated water from tthe absorber; S
SA: Junction fo
or the
connectionn of the active system (whenn it is the case).
T are
It is noticeed in Figure 19, the points whhere the water ttemperature seensors were insstalled. The sennsors T2 and T4
arranged inn order to colleect the temperrature of the heeated water by the absorber, aand to measuree the loss of he
eat in
the duct between the abbsorber and thee thermal reseervoir. Likewisse, the sensorss T1 and T3 ddetermine the water
w
temperaturre that enters in the absorbeer and the loss of heat in thhe lower duct.. The pair of ssensors T3 an
nd T4
determiness the rate of heeat gain in the passage of the fluid in the aabsorber. The SA junction iss a connection used
only for coonnection of thhe active system
m.
Figure 20 exemplifies thhe connection sscheme of the solar collectorr with passive system.
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Figuure 20. Solar collector operatting with passiive system (theermosyphon)
2.3.2 Solarr Collector Wiith Active Systtem (Hydraulicc Pumping)
When the SA junction iss installed in thhe absorber, thhe system is opperated with hyydraulic pumping (active). In
n this
configurattion, it is avoidded the shadingg generated by the upper wateer duct (heatedd water by the aabsorber) insid
de the
solar conccentrator. Thuss, in the active system the rreservoir can be stowed in the level beloow of the abso
orber
(different oof the thermossyphon) becausse the fluid cirrculation is perrformed of forcced way (wateer pump).
Figure 21 shows the colllector with active system (hyydraulic pumpiing).

with active systtem.
Figure 211. Solar collecttor operating w
Figure 22 shows the trajectory of the ffluid propelled by the water ppump in the hyydraulic circuitt.
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Figure 222. Detail of the water circulattion scheme inn the absorber w
with active sysstem
mp propels thee fluid from thhe lower exit of the thermal rreservoir (A) to
t the
Accordingg to Figure 22, the water pum
lower partt of the absorbeer (B). The fluuid then, circullates through thhe serpentine uuntil it reachess the upper poiint of
the absorbber and then deescends in the ppoint C, returnning to the top of the thermall reservoir (D).
2.4 Evaluaated Scenarioss
Both heatiing systems (acctive and passiive) were subm
mitted to differrent scenarios, with variationn in the dynamiics of
the concenntrator/absorbeer set.
The scenarrios are detaileed as follows:
Scenario 1 (PS): Passivee system of soolar water heating operating with manual ssolar tracker. In this scenario
o, the
solar heatiing system is characterized
c
bby the thermosyphon water circulation annd the orientatiion of the collector
manually aadjusted accorrding to altitudde and solar aziimuth angles.
Scenario 2 (PE): Passivee system of soolar water heatiing operating with fix solar orientation. This scenario differs
only from Scenario 1 in relation to the solar orientatiion, in other w
words, the solarr collector fixed at 0° for the solar
azimuth annd the inclinatiion of the solaar capture planee optimized foor midday (solaar altitude).
Scenario 3 (A12S): Actiive system of ssolar water heaating operatingg with minimuum flow and m
manual solar tra
acker.
The forcedd circulation (hhydraulic pum
mping) is the oonly differencee in this scenarrio in relation to Scenario 1. The
value adoppted for the mass flow will bbe close to 4 L min-1 accordding to the elecctric voltage (12 V) of the pump
p
supply.
m flow and fixeed solar orienta
ation.
Scenario 4 (A12E): Activve system of soolar water heatting operating with minimum
Idem to Sccenario 3, it differs only in reelation to the ssolar orientatioon, which remaains fixed.
Scenario 5 (A24S): Active system of ssolar water heaating operatingg with maximuum flow and m
manual solar tra
acker.
Scenario reepresented by the forced circculation system
m with manual tracker. The m
mass flow adoppted will be clo
ose to
6 L min-1 aaccording to thhe electrical vooltage of the puump supply (224 V).
Scenario 6 (A24E): Activve system of soolar water heatting operating w
with maximum
m flow and fixeed solar orienta
ation.
Idem to Sccenario 3, pressents differencee only in the vvalue of the maass flow (6 L m
min-1).
The choicee of the mass flow
f
values (4 and 6 L min-1) is based on thhe heating systtem proposed bby (Hussain & Lee,
2014).
Data from each scenarioo were collected from 9 am too 3pm.
2.5 Projecctions and Optiical Tests of thhe Light Reflection in the Conncentrator
In order too estimate the reeflection path oof sunlight inccident in the conical concentrrator, some projjections were made.
m
These projjections are refferences for dim
mensioning thee absorber andd its location innside the conceentrator, throug
gh the
trajectory of the reflecteed sunlight. It was adopted A
Angles of incllination of the solar rays of 0, 15 and 30° with
respect to the axis of sym
mmetry of the conical concenntrator, due to the opening anngle of the conne.
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In additionn to the projecttions and field experiments, some optical teests were perfoormed to estim
mate the behaviior of
the light trrajectory refleccted by the cooncentrator andd emitted in thhe absorber. Thhe tests were m
made with artificial
light, madee with a blue-ccolored LED laamp (2 W) andd a green manuual laser (5 mW
W).
The opticaal tests were peerformed underr two angles off inclination off the lamps in rrelation to the aaxis of symmettry of
the concenntrator (0 and 30°).
3
A white ccylinder of 2000 mm was placced inside the cconcentrator, inn order to represent
the absorbber and act as a developer so that the pointss of concentrattion of the refleected light cann be identified.
2.6 Positiooning of the Soolar Collector in Study Areass
The efficieency of concenntrator collectoors is closely reelated to the coorrect orientatioon of the system
ms, so that the light
reflected bby the concentrrator reaches thhe absorber. Acccording to thiis, it is importaant to know thee proper orientation
of the colleectors by calcuulations of the solar trajectoryy, as well as to know the anglles of the solarr geometry. In order
o
to determinne the angles of
o the solar geoometry of the sttudy site, it waas used the metthodology of (D
Duffie & Beck
kman,
2006), whiich describes the
t values of aaltitude and sollar azimuth.
2.7 Efficiency of the Watter Heating Sysstem
ermal
The efficieency of the sysstem was calcuulated by meanns of the ratio between the exxit energy of tthe system (the
energy) annd the entry ennergy (solar eenergy). The E
Equation 1 wass used to calcculate the efficciency of the water
w
heating system (Xiaodi et
e al., 2010; Kaaiyan et al., 20009; Hussain & Lee, 2014).
η=

m·cp· To – Ti
A·I

× 100

(1)

Where, m = water masss flow (kg); cp = specific hheat of water (= 0.001163 kkWh kg-1 °C-11); To = waterr exit
temperaturre (°C); Ti = water
w
entry tem
mperature (°C); A = solar colleecting area of tthe concentratoor (= 1.327 m²); I =
total solar energy (kWh m-2); η = Efficciency (%).
3. Evaluattion of Solar Collector
C
With
h Conical Con
ncentrator
3.1 Projecctions of Light Reflection
R
andd Dimensioningg of the Absorrber
Accordingg to the principples of opticall physics and tthe law of lighht reflection, w
we can estimaate the trajectory of
sunlight inncident in the concentrator.
c
F
Figure 23 exem
mplifies a two--dimensional vview of the refflection of the solar
rays acrosss the reflectingg internal surfaace of the coniical concentrattor studied.

Fiigure 23. Scheeme of the refleective area by the conical cooncentrator
metry; Vn1: Noormal vector tto the surface (area vector) oof the incident solar ray 1; Vn2:
Note. Es: Axis of symm
Normal veector to the surrface (area vecttor) of the inciident solar ray 2; Ri1: Incideent solar ray 1; Ri2: Incident solar
ray 2; Rr11: Solar ray 1 reflected by thhe cone; Rr2: Solar ray 2 reeflective by thhe cone; Fcr: IInternal face of
o the
reflective ccone.
It can be nooticed in Figurre 23, the inciddence of two ligght beams, whiich are extremeely important iin the dimensio
oning
of the absoorber. These arre the solar rayys Ri1 and Ri2,, which represeent the ends off the internal reeflective face of
o the
cone (Fcr)). These opticaal beams delim
mit the area thaat the light reflected by the concentrator reeaches the abso
orber,
delimiting a concentratiion field, in oother words, aall the reflectinng face that rreceives light is only capable of
reflecting in the limit off that field. This statement iss based on the edge angle off the upper andd lower ends of
o the
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cone. In shhort, the Ri1 beam
b
reaches thhe upper edge of the concenntrator and thenn it is reflectedd by the face of
o the
concentrattor, determininng the appearannce of the refleected beam Rrr1. The angle oof Rr1 beam iss equal to the angle
a
between R
Ri1 and the noormal vector too the reflectinng surface (Vnn1). This trajeectory delimitss the upper strrip of
reflecting of the concenttrator. Likewisse, it can be esstimated the lower end limit by analyzing tthe terms Ri2, Vn2
and Rr2. T
The delimitatioon shown in F
Figure 23 applies only to thee light ray at aan angle of 900° in relation to the
concentrattor opening. Auuthors such as (Xiaodi et al.,, 2010; Sharaf,
f, 2002), also uused two-dimennsional diagram
ms to
estimate thhe solar trajecttory in similar concentrators..
Due to thee dynamics of the solar trajeectory, a three--slope diagram
m was created tto aid in the ddimensioning of
o the
absorber. F
Figure 24 pressents the simullation of the deeflection of suunlight at 0.15 and 30° in rellation to the ax
xis of
symmetry of the cone.

Figure 24. Prrojections of reeflection from different edgee angles
ce, in
It can be nnoticed in Figuure 24, the widde change in thhe angle of refflection compaared to the anggle of incidenc
other wordds, discrete chhanges in the aangle of incidence of the ligght that reachees the concenttrator cause drrastic
changes inn the inclinatiion of the refl
flected light inn the absorberr. Due to this alteration, it was opted for the
optimizatioon of the absorrber dimensionn that contempplated a ratio bbetween the angles 0 and 30°° of solar incidence.
Considerinng the ideal anngle of sunligght capture, Figure 25 exem
mplifies the sym
mmetrical disttribution of several
beams of llight focused and
a reflected byy the concentrrator, and intercepted by the aabsorber.

Figure 255. a) Frontal view of multiplee perpendiculaar beams to thee solar capture area; b) Upperr view of the solar
s
caapture area
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It is evidennt in Figure 255 that under ideeal light capturre conditions, tthe interceptioon of solar enerrgy by the abso
orber
is greater tthan the captuure in deflectioon angles of light greater thaan 0°. Furtherm
more, it is reaalized in an inttegral
manner thaat both sides of the concentraator contributee to light reflection in the absoorber. Howeveer, any deflection in
the angle oof light incidennce will result in shading of one of the facees, due to the hheight of the abbsorber.
In sum, whhat is perceiveed are linear foocuses accordinng to the coniccity of the conccentrator, a facct that resemblles to
the focus ccoming from cyylindrical conccentrator. Suchh linear focuses are perceivedd more clearly in the optical tests,
shown in iitem the 3.2.
Considerinng the simulatiion of light beaams varying frrom 0 to 15°, itt was stipulatedd the height off the absorber equal
e
to 40 cm. S
Such choice was
w conceived bbased on the teechnical limitaations for manuufacturing the absorber.
3.2 Simulaation of Sunlighht Concentratiion (Optical Te
Tests)
Some opticcal tests were performed
p
in a dark camera iin order to preddict the behavior of light conccentration refle
ected
by the conncentrator in a practical way.. Figure 26 preesents the focuuses shapes creeated by the coonical concenttrator
with the aiid of a developper that simulaates the absorbber. The lamp sslope (blue LE
ED) is 0° in rellation to the ax
xis of
symmetry of the concenttrator.

Figuure 26. Opticall test with bluee light under eqqual incident light angle 0°
mation of lineaar focuses accoording to the cconical shape oof the concentrrator.
It can be nnoticed in Figuure 26, the form
This linearr formation also occurs in pparabolic-cylinndrical solar cooncentrators, aaccording to thhe curvature of
o the
concentrattor. However, besides the fformation of a linear focus,, it is noticedd that due to tthe conicity of the
concentrattor, the greaterr concentrationn of light occurrs near the low
wer opening of the concentrattor.
The opticaal tests providded an estimatee to obtain a m
margin of cleaarance betweenn the adjustmeents of the angular
values of tthe solar azimuuths in the fieldd tests.
3.3 Solar C
Collector Traills Conducted iin the Field
The evaluaation of the solar collector w
was performed experimentallly considering the proposed sscenarios. The
e data
collected iin the field werre related to thhe water tempeerature (four pooints), mass floow and the sollar radiation, which
w
were colleected in a periood of six hours (09:00-3:00 hhours).
3.3.1 Solarr Radiation
Throughouut all the trials done, the solarr radiation wass the main facttor that directlyy influenced inn the thermal en
nergy
gain of waater in the solaar heating systtems. Figure 227 presents thee solar radiatioon values accuumulated for all the
scenarios eevaluated.
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Figure 27. Accumulatedd solar radiatioon for all Scenaarios
n
that thhe values of soolar radiation incident in thhe solar collecttor are close to the
In Figure 27, it can be noticed
n this
expected gglobal radiationn indices for thhe Brazilian teerritory, whichh vary from 4.225-6.5 kWh m-2 (IAPAR). In
context, it is observed thhat the highestt solar energy indices were oobtained in thee systems withh solar trackerr (PS,
A12S and A24S) presennting higher vaalue in Scenariio 5 (A24S). A
As the trails w
were performedd on predominantly
sunny days and in a period of three moonths, there waas little influennce of seasonallity during de ttrials.
However, it is noticeablee in Figure 27 tthat the accumu
mulated solar raadiation indicess were lower inn the scenarios with
fixed or sttationary solarr orientation (P
PE, A12E and A24E). This is due to the ffact that the soolar concentrattor is
oriented inn a position opptimized to recceive radiationn in a specificc period of thee day, in other words, only in the
period witth the highest index of solarr radiation (m
midday). In thiss way, the solar radiation iss better used in
n the
periods thaat coincide thee orientation off the solar conccentrator with the position of the solar anggles.
3.3.2 Usefful Energy
The Usefuul Energy consiidered in the trrials of water hheating is referrring to the heaat harnessed byy the fluid. In other
words, it iss the thermal energy
e
harnesseed by the wateer coming from
m the solar radiaation incident in the concentrrator.
Figure 28 presents the beehavior of Useeful Energy forr all the scenarrios.

Figuure 28. Useful Energy in all tthe scenarios
an be
Accordingg to Figure 28, considering the behavior oof the thermall energy gain oover the periood trailed, it ca
observed tthat the system
ms with solar tracker presennted, for the m
most part of thhe time, superiiority in the en
nergy
utilization in relation too the stationaryy systems. Wiithin this scoppe, it can be observed that tthe system A24S >
A12S > PS in the therm
mal energy gaiin aspect. As ffor the stationnary systems, tthe system with the highest heat
grain was the A24E systtem, while the others (A12E and PE) had a similar energy gain.
As shownn in Figure 28, it can be observed that inn relation to thhe heating sysstem, the activve scenarios (w
water
pumping) presented valuues of Useful Energy higherr than the passsive systems (ooperated with thermosyphon
n). In
general, thhis relationshipp was evidentt as much in tthe systems w
with solar trackker as in the sstationary, with
h the
exception of A12E and PE
P systems, whhich presentedd energy gains with similar inndices.
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3.3.3 Efficciency of the Systems
S
The efficieencies of the systems
s
(obtaiined from Equuation 1) weree separated intoo two groups: efficiencies of
o the
systems w
with solar trackker and system
ms with stationnary solar orienntation. Figuree 29 presents tthe behavior of
o the
efficienciees in the solar tracker
t
system
ms.

Figure 29. Behaavior of the effficiencies in thhe solar trackerr scenarios
i is notable thaat the scenarios composed foor active solar hheating system
ms are more effiicient
Accordingg to Figure 29, it
than the paassive systemss. Another impoortant factor iss that in the acttive heating syystems the therm
mal stratificatiion is
drasticallyy reduced to thhe point of beiing practicallyy empty. Thus, as observed bby Hussain annd Lee (2014),, in a
conical solar collector, the
t mass flow is directly prooportional to thhe system efficciency up to a critical value (6 L
min-2) and is still inverseely proportionaal to the thermaal stratificationn. Also, in relattion to Figure 229, it is importa
ant to
highlight tthat the system
m with the highhest mass flow
w has higher eefficiency, thatt is, the efficieency in the A24S >
A12S > P
PS system. The average valuues of efficienncy were 14.533; 12.93 and 110.42% and prresented maximum
efficiency of 18.26; 16.441 and 14.70%
% respectively ffor the A24S, A
A12S and PS ssystems.
w, in an experim
ment using a soolar collector with
w a
Although tthe average effficiency valuess presented aree relatively low
conical cooncentrator, unnder active system and solar tracker for w
water heating (K
Kaiyan et al., 2009), obtaine
ed an
average vaalue of efficienncy close to 22%
%. However, thhe efficiency vvalues discusseed here come fr
from experimen
nts of
systems w
with the aims off research, whiich were not m
manufactured w
with precise inddustrial processses.
Figure 30 presents the reesult of the effi
ficiencies for thhe systems traiiled with fixedd solar orientatiion.

Figure 300. Behavior off the efficienciees in the scenaarios with fixedd solar orientattion
As observeed in Figure 300, the hierarchyy of the efficienncies in fixed ssolar orientatioon systems folllows the same trend
as the solaar tracker systtems. In otherr words, the systems that prresent higher values of masss flow were more
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efficient. It is noteworthy that the efficiency in the systems with fixed orientation showed smaller variations over
the time, compared to the systems operated with solar tracker. The average values of efficiency presented in Figure
30 were 17.69; 10.05 and 6.59% and presented maximum efficiency of 37.54; 14.82 and 12.38% respectively for
the A24E, A12E and PE systems.
However, in relation to the efficiency of all the trailed scenarios, it is verified that the systems with solar tracker
showed higher values of average and maximum efficiency in relation to the fixed guidance systems, except the
A24S system.
Knowing that the efficiency is a relation between useful energy and accumulated solar radiation, it can be noticed
in Figures 27 and 28, that the solar radiation harnessed by the A24S system is larger than that harnessed by the
A24E system. However, the useful energy gains, although they have the same tendency (A24S > A24E), are not as
expressive as the harnessed solar radiation.
The heat losses that occur in the evaluated heating systems, responsible for the low efficiencies, are due to the lack
of adequate thermal isolation in the reservoir and in the pipes.
A study was developed with a heating system working with different mass flow, in order to obtain the system
efficiency (Pereira et al., 2006). It was developed a solar air heater through least-squares support vector machines,
and obtained an efficiency that varied from 0.09 to 0.17, for an air mass flow rate of 0.03 kg s-1, and an efficiency
that varied from 0.35 to 0.55, for an air mass flow rate of 0.05 kg s-1.
An experimental investigation was developed for analyzing the thermal performance of a double-flow solar air
heater having aluminum cans (Esen et al., 2009). The efficiency obtained for 0.05 kg s-1 air mass flow varied from
0.3 to 0.8, and for 0.03 kg s-1, varied from 0.2 to 0.6.
4. Conclusions
The solar collector developed in this work has proved technically feasible for water heating, reaching considerable
temperatures for the use in residences.
The results showed that the scenarios with solar tracking presented an average efficiency of 12.63%, which was
more efficient than those presented by the fixed orientation, which was 11.44%.
In general terms, considering the variables analyzed and the results of the tests performed, it can be concluded that:
i) The geometry of the concentrator set and absorber was effective to provide thermal energy gains for the fluid,
even in periods where the concentrator capture plane is not perpendicular to the direction of the flow of the incident
solar rays;
ii) Solar water heating systems operated with solar tracker show more efficiency in relation to the stationary
systems;
iii) Active solar heating systems are more efficient than the passive systems operated by thermosyphon;
iv) It can be increased the efficiency of active solar heating systems by raising the mass flow to a critical value.
For future studies, it is recommended an evaluation of conical solar collector efficiency with automatic solar
tracker, a study of the conic concentrator geometry for different angles, an analysis of the thermal efficiency
behavior for a wider range of water flows, and a simulation of the optical behavior for stationary solar
concentrators.
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